ABSTRACT The popularity of smart devices and the increase of access rate are switching Internet from linkcentric (host-to-host) to content-centric (user-to-content). Since the primary purpose of users is to find their desired contents from the Internet, the traditional host-to-host structure will cause lots of useless traffic and decrease the network efficiency. Content-centric network (CCN) is then introduced to solve this embarrassed situation. As a new-born technology, CCN has not fully explored its potential to utilize the knowledge embedded in the contents. Hence, we propose to enhance the information extraction capability of CCN with data driving methods. Specifically, we add a label vector containing feature descriptions for each content, and then apply neural network (NN) to model users' behavior and predict their responses to new contents. To further increase prediction accuracy and potential benefits, we group users into different cells. The behavior sets of users in a cell at different time intervals are modeled by a series of NNs. Moreover, we design a new caching policy to improve network caching efficiency. Benefits in other aspects and future research directions are also discussed. Quantitative evaluations of the proposed model and caching policy are presented in the end of this paper.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the popularization of high speed Internet access and portable smart devices, network traffic has experienced a striking explosion whose future growth can be clearly forecasted. Nowadays, Internet is filled with popular contents, typically multimedia contents [1] , e.g., videos, songs and pictures, which are requested repeatedly by various users. In this case, the traditional Internet will heavily burden a few servers because it is designed for host-to-host communications and all requests need to be tackled by the servers themselves. Repeated downloading for the same contents also significantly decreases bandwidth efficiency and limits Internet access rate.
A promising solution to the above problems is Content Centric Networking (CCN) [2] that changes the current Internet structure. In CCN, a unique ID is assigned to each content and is used in all network activities, such as requesting, caching, delivering, etc. When a user desires a content, he/she will deliver an interest packet that contains the content's ID to the nearest router as a request. This request will be responded by the router with data packets that contain the requested content. Hence, routers play crucial roles in CCN and have three important components, i.e., Content Store (CS), Pending Interest Table ( PIT), and Forwarding Interest Base (FIB). CS is the cache memory of a router that temporarily stores copies of the passing data for future requests. PIT is the list of interests that have already arrived but are still waiting for the requested content from content providers. FIB is used to forward Interest packets toward potential content providers of the requested content. If the requested content is found in CS, the router will immediately deliver it to the interested user. Otherwise, the router will check PIT. If the corresponding entry is found in PIT, the router will wait for the arrival of data packets and then deliver them to all interested users. If there is no matched entry in PIT, the router will forward the request to the content servers with the help of FIB and add a corresponding entry in PIT. In this way, redundant traffic is avoided, and transmitting rate and network delay are improved.
With the idea of content-centric, CCN could alleviate the inefficiency of Internet and fairly tackle the rapidly growing traffic. However, this is still far from fully exploring CCN's potential of utilizing the information inside contents. For the coming big data era, it is well known that enormous data could provide us with lots of useful knowledge [3] . In the area of network, continuously emerging traffic data from Internet is closely related to users' activities and contains insightful features of users behavior patterns, such as spatial, temporal and social correlations [4] . These features offer the opportunity to further explore network's potential for performance optimization and other economic/social benefits.
There are a few attempts trying to discover the relationship between users behavior and network traffic, e.g., mobile route prediction [5] , content popularity prediction [6] , and user preference learning [7] , etc. Nevertheless, most attempts are not deeply integrated with CCN, which brings unnecessary operation cost and performance loss. Moreover, these attempts mainly focus on an individual user whose behavior is always influenced by innumerable random events, consequently facing the difficulty and cost to achieve a highly accurate prediction. To reduce the influence of personal random events and guarantee the feasibility of prediction, we should group users together and study the corresponding group behavior pattern. Furthermore, statistic learning methods, e.g., machine learning and pattern recognition, could be adopted to exploit the available huge traffic data [8] .
In this article, we propose to add a label vector (LV) containing feature descriptions for each content, and introduce Accumulate Network Traffic (ANT) to evaluate users' interest on contents. Then we apply neural network (NN) to model users behavior and predict their responses of new contents to enhance the information extraction capability of CCN. To further increase the prediction accuracy and the potential benefits, we partition network into different cells. The behavior sets of users in a cell at different time intervals are modeled by a series of NNs. Then, a new caching policy is presented to improve network caching efficiency. Numerical evaluation and summary are highlighted at the end of the article. We also explore the economic/social benefits and discuss possible future research directions of our proposed model.
II. USER MODEL FOR CONTENT-CENTRIC NETWORKING
A. LABEL VECTOR AND ACCUMULATED NETWORK TRAFFIC 1) LABEL VECTOR In CCN, different contents are distinguished by their unique identifications (IDs), based on which various network activities are performed. Metadatas are attached with extra descriptions of contents' data packets after contents IDs. However, both IDs and metadatas provide us with limited information [9] . We here define an LV, which is a multidimensions vector that describes the features of one content, e.g., the type of multimedia, the style, the theme, the popularity before officially released, the aiming group, the cost, the place of origin, etc., as shown in Fig. 1 . The introduction of LV is a slight refinement of CCN's information exchange mechanism, but makes it much more natural and convenient to combine CCN with data-driving methods [8] .
With the help of LVs, routers and users can be aware of the contents' features and directly utilize them for information digging. It is then possible to characterize the users consuming habits, further model user's behavior, and improve network performance accordingly.
2) ACCUMULATED NETWORK TRAFFIC
For a given content, a user will show his/her interest and generate network traffic to access it. We here propose a feasible way to quantize the user's interests in contents such that we can mathematically analyze his/her behavior pattern. ANT of a content is defined as the total network flow that a user generates to download the content during a certain period, and is an ideal quantitative evolution criteria for user's interest because: (i) it is quite obvious that the more network traffic he/she will generate for a certain multimedia content, the more interest a user takes, because network traffic means economic and time cost for user; (ii) for a given a content, ANT also reflects user's influence towards the whole network, which is a helpful information to optimize the network traffic. VOLUME 5, 2017 In fact, a user can be viewed as a system that responses differently to various LVs and then outputs corresponding ANTs according to his/her behavior pattern.
B. USER MODEL AND ITS LEARNING METHOD 1) NEURAL NETWORKS BASED USER MODEL
There are a number of ways to model user's behavior. Considering abundant historical records in networks, the data driving methods, e.g., machine learning and pattern recognition [8] , are advantageous over the traditional ways because (i) data driving methods require no priori knowledge of user's behavior patterns; (ii) data driving methods are able to make timely adjustment to avoid unnecessary accuracy loss with the help of online data.
Among all kinds of machine learning approaches, NN [10] is outstanding for its high accuracy and impressive universality [11] . NN is also promising for further performance improvement, as NN based deep learning algorithms are effective for insightful information digging. Hence, we here choose NN to model user's behavior pattern and the detailed structure of our model is described as follows:
A typical NN is composed of several layers and each layer contains a series of neural as shown in Fig. 1 . Given an input vector, a neuron calculates its output according to its transfer function, e.g., Sigmoid function. The first layer is always called as the input layer and the number of neural in the input layer equals the dimensions of LV. Following the input layer are the hidden layers, while the optimal number of hidden layers needs to be found through experiments. The last layer is named as the output layer and has only one neural.
If the weights between the neural in adjacent layers are set properly, the output layer could calculate content's ANT generated by user corresponding to the input LV. The mathematic description of the above process is written as:
where X = [x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n ] is the LV, m is the number of layers excluding the input layer, n l is the neuron number in the l-th layer, f (·) is the transfer function of neuron, and w l ij is the weight between the i-th neuron in the l-th layer and the j-th neuron in the l + 1 layer.
To achieve a satisfying ANT prediction with the input LV, NN needs to be trained using history data pool. During the training phase, NN will continuously adjust the weights of each neuron to minimize the total mean square error between the predicted ANTs and the real ANTs. Here, we adopt standard tools to optimize the weights between neural, such as Back Propagation algorithm [10] .
2) PRETREATMENT OF LABEL VECTOR
To fully describe the characteristic of a content, LV must be a high dimensional feature vector. However, a high dimensional LV may dramatically increase the computation complexity of the training phase. On the other side, a user's behavior pattern may have strong correlation with a certain bench of crucial features, while the crucial features could vary from user to user. Hence we need first remove those common redundancy through careful LV design, and then resort to personalize pretreatment before training.
Feature extraction is an efficient pretreatment for history data pool to reduce the dimensions of LV [12] .
3) TRAINING FRAMEWORK
We here formulate a training framework to mathematically describe a user's behavior pattern. First, the LVs and the corresponding ANTs are combined to set up the user's History Data Pool (HDP). Then, HDP is processed by a feature extraction algorithm, and the user's NN is trained with the pretreated HDP. Lastly, we could take LV as the input of NN and then predict the user's ANT for any new content. The overall training steps are shown in Fig. 2 .
III. CELL BASED USER-BEHAVIOR LEARNING AND CACHING

A. CELLULAR PARTITION IN NETWORK
As shown in Fig. 3 , both wire and wireless network can be logically divided into seamless cells. The size of each cell is decided by the coverage of its center Internet access point (CIAP), e.g., a base station or a community router. For example, a cell can be a wired network of dormitories accessing Internet through one single Central Router, and can also be a wireless network accessing Internet through a base station. The communications between a cell and outside Internet are through its CIAP, which takes charge of answering all users requests, delivering the corresponding data packets, and caching to serve future requests. CIAP has the content consuming records generated by all users in the cell.
B. CELL BASED USER MODEL
Define a behavior set for each cell as the set containing the behaviors of all users in this cell. This behavior set may have distinct temporal characteristic. For example, users in a community typically generate massive network traffic at night by watching TV programs and online films, while the traffic scale is much smaller in daytime. Another example is that base stations along the subway line always experience morning and evening traffic jam, while are relatively free in the other time.
Considering the temporal variance of cell's behavior set, we first divide a day into h intervals as (t 0 , t 1 ), (t 1 , t 2 ), · · · , (t h−1 , h n ). The behavior set at each time piece is modeled by one NN and has a corresponding HDP. The above model for the behavior set in a cell is named as Cell Based User Model (CBUM). To ensure the effectiveness of CBUM, HDPs keep on updating with the new traffic records, and NNs need periodic retraining using the updated HDPs in different days. Fortunately, the behavior pattern of users in a cell generally keep the same across days (though it may change frequently inside a day). Hence, the retraining does not need to be performed every day, and the accompanied computational ability is acceptable.
CBUM has two advantages compared with the individual user model: (i) the behavior set of a user group is more stable and predictable according to the probabilistic and statistic theory, while the behavior of an individual is influenced by lots of random events and is difficult to be predicted accurately; (ii) studying the behavior set in a cell is much more reasonable because of its huger traffic influence to the network, lower average operation cost, greater potential economic/social benefits. 
C. CACHING POLICY WITH CELL BASED USERS MODEL
The default structure of CCN supports caching in CSs to reduce the round trip time and the redundant traffic for content requesting. The caching policy of a router can be divided into two parts, caching decision and caching replacement [13] . The former is to decide whether to cache a content or not, while the latter is to choose the content to be replaced by the new one when CS is full.
Based on CBUM, we propose a new caching policy for both decision and replacement. The framework for our proposed caching policy is shown in Fig. 4 .
Step 0: A cell's CIAP maintains its CBUM and CS with a table of cached contents' IDs and their corresponding ANTs.
Step 1: When a requested content passes through CIAP, the proposed caching policy will first search in the table to see whether the content has already been cached.
Step 2: If it is true, the contents' corresponding ANT will be updated by the following equation:
where ANT (t k ) is the ANT stored at time t k , and T (t k ) is the new traffic generated by the content. The influence of ANT (t k ) is exponentially decreasing whose decreasing rate is decided by α. In fact, ANT (t k ) reflects users' historical interest, and T (t k ) represents users' current interest. Hence, the timeliness and effectiveness of the stored ANTs are guaranteed by optimizing α against real situations to balance the history and the present.
Step 3: If the content is not found, CIAP will estimate the content's ANT (t k ) using the content's LV and the cell's CBUM.
Step 4: CIAP will always cache contents according to their corresponding ANT (t k ), which means a content with higher ANT (t k ) will be prior to a content with lower ANT (t k ) and new contents may replace old ones.
The proposed caching policy has four advantages over the traditional ones: (i) the contents with the most users' interest are cached at CIAP, which guarantees greater hit rate of caching contents, higher utilization efficiency of caching storage, and lower cost of device installation than the traditional ubiquitous caching policy [13] ; (ii) taking both users behavior pattern and the real time traffic into consideration, the proposed caching avoid both the short sight of Least Recently Used replacement [13] and the retardation of popularity based caching strategies [6] , [14] ; (iii) CBUM could alleviate the peak traffic and then smooth the traffic variance. Specifically, when the network is uncrowded, cell's CIAP can actively request those contents that are predicted to generate huge network traffic before users' requests; (iv) with a trained CBUM, the computing burden is quite negligible, which guarantees the online caching rate.
D. ECONOMIC/SOCIAL BENEFITS
CBUM also contains considerable economic/social benefits in the area of precise advertising and market researching in that one could know the preference of a group of people in certain time and at certain location. With the information, advertisement providers could deliver targeted advertisement to the targeted users in targeted time and location. Similarly, manufacturers, service and especially contents providers can predict the market responses of their planning products, and could then adjust their plan to maximize the benefits accordingly.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We collect history downloading records of an undergraduate community in Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications to evaluate our proposed model and the following caching policy. The records contain about ten million requests from 10 thousand users for 3000 contents. The contents are more than 3TB in total, and the requests result in 700PB network traffic. Both of contents' ANT and request frequency approximately follow Zipf's distributions, with parameter 0.65 and 0.4 correspondingly, which are consistent with [6] and [14] .
A. USER MODEL LV in our experiment is defined as a multi-dimensions vector containing content type, style, delivery time, theme, popularity before officially released, aiming group, cost, place of origin. Moreover, α is 0.2 in our simulation and feature extraction is not introduced because of the relatively small dimensions of our LVs. Fig. 5a shows that the predicted ANTs of 200 contents using CBUM fits well with the actual ANTs. In Fig. 5b , the relative error of prediction declines when the number of users in a cell grows. Such decline indicates an improvement of prediction accuracy, which results from a more stable behavior set as user number increases. Both Fig. 5b and Fig. 5a validate the effectiveness and reasonableness of proposed CBUM.
B. CACHING STRATEGY
Define ANT ratio as:
where ''actual traffic'' is the real traffic with caching and ''potential traffic'' is the theoretical one without caching. ANT ratio measures the efficiency of caching strategy to avoid redundancy network traffic. The ratio of the cache size over the whole content size (RCOWC) varies from 1/10 to 1/10000 and is used to measure CIAP's caching ability. Fig. 6 compares the proposed caching strategy with Least Recently Used (LRU) and Least Frequently Used (LFU), and the performances of all three strategies positively depend on RCOWC. Increasing of RCOWC means a growing caching ability of CIAP, which results in a higher ANT ratio. The proposed caching policy has higher ANT ratio than the other two, especially when RCOWC is small. With the increase of RCOWC, the performance differences of three caching strategies are diminishing, because the contents they cached become similar. Notably, the RCOWC of the real Internet is limited, and the proposed caching strategy is expected to avoid more redundant traffic and improve the network efficiency in practice. We conduct the complexity evaluation based on the average time used to manage the cache after a single content request excepting the matching process. The time consumed by LRU, LFU, and the propoesd method are 0.0000853s, 0.0000965s, 0.0001178s respectively, using MacBook Air, 1.6 GHz Intel Core i5. By comparison, the proposed method has higher complexity than the other two. Fortunately, in the case of large cache memory, the complexity of ANT calculation is relatively ignorable compared with content matching process, the common step in all three caching methods. Moreover, the retraining of neural networks is not frequent, so the overall complexity of proposed method will not be unbearable.
V. SUMMARY AND PROSPECTS
In this article, we introduce LV as the feature description of a content and define ANT as the evaluation of corresponding user interest in the content. NN based user model is proposed to formulate user behavior pattern. Furthermore, we present a cell based analysis framework for users behavior, and then point out its applications in network caching and its economic/social benefits. Experiment results with history records of an undergraduate community are presented to support the proposed CBUM and caching strategy. Our efforts prompt a promising way to exploit CCN's potential in information digging, and to improve the network structure for the coming big data era. The future research topics could also include intelligent cells in CCN, the communication mechanism between cells, and the privacy/security danger.
VI. FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS A. INTELLIGENT CELLS
One promising attempt is to achieve intelligent cell in CCN, where CIAP with CBUM can be taken as a smart governor of the intelligent cell. For example, having the knowledge of users behavior pattern, CIAP is able to act as a super ''user'' representing the whole interests of users in the cell, and smooth the traffic between the cell and outside network by requesting and caching in advance.
B. COLLABORATION AMONG CELLS
The collaboration among cells is also worth future exploitation. Cells' CIAPs can share their CBUMs with the neighbor, find out the temporal and spatial correlation of users behaviors, and take both themselves and neighbors into consideration in network activities. It is also an interesting topic that cells' CIAPs and their upstream nodes forms an intelligent hierarchical structure to enhance the overall efficiency of CCN.
C. SECURITY AND PRIVACY
Collection and analyzation of users' networks records naturally require data protection. The problem deserves more attention in the context of CCN [15] , in which users' networks activities are more transparent than in traditional network structure. Network operators and related commercial entities should be responsible for data security and privacy. Utilization of users' networks records and modeling users behavior need to be legislatively supervised, in case of privacy leakage and data abuse.
